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2020 Red Tag
Committee
•
•
•
•
•
•

President: Barney Stephens
Vice President: Vin McCaughey
Secretary and Public Officer:
Bill Jackson (mob: 0414 254 229)
Treasurer: Don Amour
Assistant Secretary: Craig Bolch
Ordinary Members:
◦ Dan Mamrot
◦

Frank Groeneveld

◦

Tony Ryan

◦

Leff Andropof

◦

Sean Ehlert

◦

David Honeybone

◦

Marshall Pardee

◦

Ralph Leslie

Red Tag acknowledges the woi-wurrung and boon wurrung language groups of
the eastern Kulin nations on whose unceded land we walk and fish. We pay our
respect to the ancestors and elders, past, present and emerging. We recognize
their continuing connection to land, water and culture

Front Cover: Club members Ross and Dan managed to hook a salmon at
Brighton Beach early one lock down morning.
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Non Committee Positions
Newsletter Editor
Newsletter Assistant Editor

Ralph Leslie
David Williamson

Trip Planner
Librarian

Dan Mamrot, Vin Mccaughey
David Honeybone

New Membership Coordinator
Web Site Administrator

Sean Ehlert
Paul Burgess, Bill Jackson

Email Administrator (RT Inward Emails)
Marketing Coordinator

Matteo Giacobello
TBA

Development Program Coordinator
Council Of Victorian Fly Fishing Clubs Delegate(1)

Craig Bolch
Craig Bolch

Council Of Victorian Fly Fishing Clubs Delegate(2)
Australian Casting Federation
Delegate ( 1 )

Barney Stephens
Leff Andropof

Australian Casting Federation
Handicapper (club Casting)

TBA
TBA

Delegate ( 2 )

Casting Tuition Coach (2)
Fly Tying Instructors (5)

Ken Lucas, Leff Andropof
B Stephens, T Ryan,
B Keegan, M Pardee,
P Burgess

Casting Pool Maintenance Coordinator
Brunn Shield Team Captain

Andrew Rodda
TBA
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Editorial
Take a moment to think of life over the past two months since the last issue of this newsletter.
It's hard to grasp the enormity of the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on the lives of our
community. By global measures, Australia has managed to avoid the extremes of the disease
and its knock on effects. That's not to say that we haven't had challenges or interruptions in
our lives. Some have been life changing, others nothing more than an itch to be endured until
it passed. At this time, Australia has put the genie back into its bottle – but this may be more
tenuous than we would like. Even so, we are all doing what we can to get on with our lives
and establish a new normal. The situation is the same for us as a club, and for the newsletter.
In this issue we have a big dose of the normal with our regular articles: Barney's President's
message, the Library report, YouTube channel review, Glossary, Flies by Month Guide, club
member profile and so on. Articles that draw on the experience of their authors to provide
insights to improve our skills, such as those by Ian Mitchell and Mick Hall also add to this
dose of normal.
When we look at the reports on activities it's clear that we also have experienced, and taken
on, the challenge of the abnormal. It will be interesting to see where technological solutions
introduced by the club to facilitate these activities fit into the post Covid-19 life of our club.
Finally, in the last newsletter we identified creating an historical record and the development
of common experiences in our goals as editors. Looking at the contents of this issue,
particularly the report on activities during lock down, I think we can give ourselves a tick.

Ralph Leslie & David Williamson
(Eds.)
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President’s Message
December 2020
Hi Everyone,
Are we there yet?
Well, almost there. The current relaxing of the restrictions we’ve been living under for
months now is very welcome for everyone. Many of you have managed to get out and have a
fish and it’s terrific to see the reports and photos coming in via TeamApp.Whatever a COVID
Normal will look like let’s hope that it will be in place by Christmas.
In other news, the Bill to allow camping on Crown licenced land beside river frontages has
gone through the upper house and has been passed. Red Tag voiced its concerns about this
going ahead through the Council of Victorian Fly Fishers, along with many other fly fishing
organisations. This will not come into effect until September next year and in the lead up to
this a set of regulations will be discussed with interested groups. VicFisheries are confident
that these regulations will allay some of the concerns raised by farmers and others. I look
forward to the club having more input on this next year.
Whilst on the subject of VicFisheries, they have had a busy time stocking record numbers of
trout and native fish in our lakes and rivers. The Target One Million campaign is driving a
lot of this increased stocking, and with the current water level increases, all bodes well for the
future. Some of the trout were sourced from wild trout ova from NSW, transported to the
border and then handed over for hatching at Snobs Creek. 50,000 fry have just been released
at various points along the Nariel, after the devastation caused by the fires. Apparently the
food chain is re establishing itself so there is every hope that many of these fry will survive.
If you haven’t already tried it now would be a great time to target species that may not have
been traditional fly fishing targets. Apparently, (so I’ve been told) the excitement of a
surface strike by a Murray cod has had many seasoned anglers go weak at the knees. During
the lockdown and the 5 km zone I discovered the great fishing that Albert Park Lake has to
offer with Estuary Perch, Yellow Belly and Rainbow Trout all taking flies. Float tubes and
kayaks really helped to get out among them.
The online fly tying tutorials have been rolling along with the group receiving 1:1
instructions via Zoom. Thanks to all the tutors for giving their time so generously. The real
excitement comes when you finally catch a fish on a fly you’ve tied yourself.
Opening up fishing access points with appropriate signage will also start to appear on our
more popular waters, with much of this work being delayed by COVID restrictions.
It’s great to see our casting pool back in action again on Saturday mornings, with a regular
covid safe group giving and receiving casting instruction. It’s on most Saturday morning
between 9 and 11, so check the email updates for further information about it. The club now
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has some excellent equipment to use there so don’t worry if you don’t have any. It’s been
rewarding to see the development of the beginners there after only a few sessions.
Thanks again to the committee members who have been busy again behind the scenes during
the lockdown, working on a range of things that keeps our club moving forward. New
signage, logo refinements, website development are only a few of the things that members of
the committee involved with. Andrew Rodda is taking a break as a committee member and
I’d like to thank him again for all the work he has done for Redtag. We’ll miss you Sensei.
The club rooms at East Ivanhoe Bowling club have been having lots of work done recently
and I’m sure you will notice the improvements when we can return. We are planning to have
some type of Christmas function, but as the rules are updated every couple of weeks please
keep an eye on your emails for more information. Zoom has served its purpose, but I am now
looking forward to meeting people without having to say “can you hear me” or “turn your
mute off”.
I’d like to wish you and your families a wonderful and safe Christmas and look forward to
seeing you soon.

Barney Stephens
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Red Tag Life Member 2020
Memorable Moments with Bill
My first meeting with Bill Jackson was at
Jim Baumgurtel's place at Lilydale early
this year. Like many of you I thoroughly
enjoy trying to find that extra feather or
fur for my next fly creation that I
probably don’t need. In conversation
with Jim I mentioned that I was looking
to join a fly fishing club.
He
immediately said I should meet Bill who
just happened to be right there in the
store, also looking for some stuff that he
probably didn’t need.
I will always be grateful to Jim for that
introduction. I asked Bill a few questions
about the club and I was immediately
struck by his passion and interest in all
things Red Tag.
After talking with Bill I made the
decision to join. I got to go to a couple of meetings before the world went mad and Bill
welcomed me, made sure I had a name badge, introduced me to some of the members,
showed me the library, helped me get Team App going (I should mention that computers are
not my forte but with Bill’s help I got it going).
I found the whole experience quite humbling (goodness, somebody taking an interest in this
retired deaf bloke). It's then I find out that that is what Bill does all the time with everybody,
he can’t help himself.
A few months ago I put my hand up to write some profile articles for the magazine. I thought
the magazine for Red Tag was terrific, I produced a bit of this stuff so I know how hard it is
to do well. I must say I was inspired by Bill. I am a pretty average caster and as deaf as a
post so the committee gig was out. So I thought I would put up my hand and write about our
members and bring them to life for other members who haven’t had the opportunity to meet
them yet. We are blessed with so many talented fly fishermen and women that this task is not
difficult.
A few months ago Barney thought it might be good to do an article on Bill who had just been
made a life member. Bill has been with the club for 16 years and has been the Secretary for
the last 6 years. I jumped at the chance and said to Barney that maybe we should do it in
such a way to show you how Bill seems to touch so many aspects of this wonderful club. I
would hasten to point out that this in no way denigrates the great work done by our whole
committee. I suggested that we call it Memorable Moments with Bill, to illustrate what sort
of impact he has on this club in his own special quiet way. So here goes:-

“Bill loves a challenge, He likes nothing more than finding
stuck into finding a solution”

a problem and getting

Barney Stephens.
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“Geoff Newman and I felt that Bill was one of the best assets the club had to make it
better. He takes part in all facets of our activities and encourages others to take
control then passes on to the next idea while not dropping the ball. Geoff and I have
over hundred years in the club between us and we have seen some great leaders,
Bill is one of them. He helped me a couple of times when I had health problems, one
was a broken rib. We were at the G and he took me to the Alex hospital to get
stitches and missed a good afternoon fishing.”
Vin Mc Caughey and Geoff
Newman
“Bill responded to my interest in the club with an immediate phone call and invitation.
He is very generous with his time. He went out of his way to take me fishing and help
me out as a relative beginner when my confidence was low”
David Honeybone
“I am delighted to learn Bill has been recognized for his untiring efforts in helping
people and his service to the club. He is most deserving of this honor - a true ‘club
man’.
I am very fortunate to know Bill who has helped me so much. Bill helped me
through a rough time when I was very ill, his persistence and drive to push me
through a difficult time is not forgotten. I am not sure how I would have managed
without his support and his ‘can do’ attitude is infectious.
He has also been instrumental in helping to relaunch my long awaited website. Many
hurdles have been encountered over these journeys and Bill has been instrumental in
pushing through them one by one. I sincerely congratulate Bill on his achievement.”
Jim Baumgurtel.

“ Bill is gracious, kind and radiates the most under-rated attribute of humility. He also
has a striking resemblance to Mel Brooks which always gives me a thrill and I am a big
fan of Mel.”
Sanjiv Niki Karunajeewa.
“When I heard the news that Bill was being made a Life Member of the club I was
hardly surprised. Bill has been a mainstay of the clubs inner working for many years
now and has selflessly volunteered his time and mind to any endeavour the club
requires of him. I truly could not think of a member more deserving of the title.
And as for a story about Bill……………
Bill, like many of us, suffers from a serious case of G.A.S.(Gear Acquisition
Syndrome) and often shows up to trips with a new gadget or piece of gear designed
to make life on the water easier and more enjoyable. He had just finished showing
me his new pen sized ‘hook eye threader’ and line waste manager, both of which
were attached to a new lanyard that draped around his neck. The piece de resistance
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however was a fancy new pair of Patagonia wading pants. “ You see I can wear a
normal shirt without having to worry about getting too hot and sweaty, and it looks
as if you're just wearing pants, they are Fantastic”. Bill had a few members intrigued
and was clearly more comfortable on the 40 degree day than most. Bill was
thoroughly enjoying the comfort and confidence afforded by the new garment, so
much so that he waded further into the ever deepening run. It was just as the water
reached his chest , he realised “ Oh Bloody hell, I’ve gone in over my pants” Bill
trudged out of the run looking sheepish yet refreshed . Luckily, his phone and car
keys dried out and weren’t affected by the drenching. In true Bill fashion , this was
all taken with a smile and a laugh (we now rarely see the infamous wading pants on
club trips). - Dan Mamrot
“I bumped into Bill at the Red Tag casting pool at Yarra Bend a number times and he
was instrumental in encouraging me to join the club. I am thankful to him, as
belonging to a fly fishing club in Melbourne is important to me.'
Ian Mitchell
“Earlier in the year I was recovering from major back surgery, just being mobile
required a lot of painful effort, fly fishing was a remote possibility. I was at Jim’s
place at Lilydale and was introduced to Bill for the first time, he noticed my
difficulty to move around at the time and not being able to go fishing he offered to
see if he could bring me on board with Team App despite not being a member of
Red Tag at the time.
I am grateful to Bill for taking the time and interest in procuring access to that App
to whet my appetite for the fly fishing bug again. For someone who has flyfished
for forty years to be home bound has been a bit of a trial, Bill’s help to me has made
a significant difference.
Although I have not had a chance to meet my fellow members yet, something I am
looking forward to once this awful business is over, I am pretty confident in saying
that Bill well and truly deserves his elevation to Life member. I congratulate Red
Tag on having an emissary who has the best interest of the club at heart like Bill and
I wish him all the very best in his fishing future.” Tony Mockunas.
“ He is always available for a chat, by golly you can phone or text him anytime and he
will be there. He always goes out of his way to help others. Just an all round genuine
guy!“ Sean Ehlert
“When I joined Red Tag I was impressed with the level of communication I
received, then I met Bill, he has always been friendly and helpful. When I attended
club events it was always Bill who introduced me to other members. He is an
absolute asset to the Red Tag Club.” - Barry Dovey
That’s just a sample of the some of the things that club members have to say about our new
Life member- Bill Jackson
Bill will probably belt me with a rubber trout when reads this, but in this not very funny
world it's not a bad idea to celebrate decent people making a difference in their own quiet
way.

Neil Vincett
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Nymph or Dry – a small stream choice

Before the first cast comes the decision: which type of fly, nymph or dry? Logically, you
could choose either, or both (and yes, I know there are also streamers, but it is a rare choice,
so let’s not complicate things). This decision is often driven by the angler’s preference,
predilection, fanaticism, or the latest magazine infomercial. I have tried to put my prejudices
aside to give you an approach that may give you a choice that will improve your chance of
success.
I consider the following questions:
1
2
3

Are the trout rising?
What food sources are available and abundant?
Where is the trout likely to be holding?

Are the trout rising?
This is why it pays to stop and watch the water before you fish. If you can observe a trout
rising, it gives away its location and a likely way to fool it.
When a fish is rising, it means the trout is looking up for a meal, and often means the trout is
sitting mid water or higher. In this situation it is important that your fly be above the trout's
holding level, and a dry, lightly weighted nymph on a greased leader or a dry with a nymph
on the dropper (up to 60 cm) are all options.
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A heavy nymph on a long leader is likely to drop below the level of this trout and therefore
drift by unnoticed and untouched.

What food sources are available and abundant?
According to many reliable sources, most a trout's diet consists of sub-aquatic insects. Some
say it is as high as 70%. In New Zealand rivers, this is often much higher. A nymph will
generally take a trout all year round but may not be the best choice on a given day.
Certainly the insects we imitate with dry flies are not abundant year-round, and typically
early season and very late season there are very few species that are in sufficient abundance
to suggest imitating them is the best option to fool a trout.
In the warmer months, November through to March, here in Victoria, terrestrial insects are
abundant, as are hatches of sub aquatic insects. A single dry fly is a great first choice at this
time of year; however, you can also choose a lightly weighted nymph or a nymph dry
dropper.
Very early season Sept/October and late season May/June, the cooler weather means very
few insects about and little or no surface feeding. While catching a trout on a dry fly is not
impossible it is highly improbable, and the weighted nymph will be your best choice

Where is the trout likely to be holding?
Trout hold position, facing up stream, where the force of the current is low. This enables
them to minimise their energy expenditure while watching for passing food.
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Fast water
In sections of the stream where the water is flowing quickly, trout are likely to be found in
the lee of a boulder or mid-stream obstruction, hard up against the bank or right on the
bottom. All these positions will have protection from the main current.

Slow pools and runs
In the slower pools and runs the trout may hold position to feed or patrol a beat searching for
food.

Deep Water
In deep (over 1 metre) fast flowing sections, the trout will often be on the bottom, and will be
hard to tempt with a dry fly. It takes a lot of energy to swim up to the top, then back down
again, so it needs to be worth it for the trout. A big hopper will sometimes pull a large trout
up from the deep. However, a better option is to fish a weighted nymph under an indicator, on
a long dropper that drifts just above the riverbed.
However, if the bubble line flows hard against the bank, or a log, the trout will be holding
and feeding there, and a fly drifted within a few inches of the bank will be pounced on.
Trying to fish a weighted nymph, or a dry dropper hard up against the bank is supremely
difficult, and usually end up either drifting too far from the bank or snagged on it. If it is a
smooth rock wall it is possible to hit the wall with a nymph and indicator and let it slide
straight down. A successful technique I discovered by accident on a pool on the Crooked
River. A better option is a single dry fly (if the time of year is right), as an accurate cast
within six inches of the bank is easier to achieve.
Midstream boulders can be targeted by drifting or swinging a heavy nymph drifted close by.
Another option is to land a dry fly in the dead point above or below the boulder with a slack
line presentation, so it pauses a few precious seconds to entice a take.
In the deep slow pools, the trout could be anywhere: deep on the bottom, or up on the surface
feeding. If the water is over a metre deep, unless the trout are visibly feeding a nymph is most
likely to be productive, however in the warmer months a dry fly drifted in the bubble line is a
better first choice, and if unsuccessful, you can always try a deep nymph subsequently.

Mid Depth Water
Any water between fifty centimetres and a metre deep is good holding water that allows a
trout to feed easily anywhere from the bottom to the surface, however in the quicker water,
the trout will need some protection from the current. At the right time of year, the trout will
rise from the bottom to take the dry. A good first choice for any time of the season, is a dry
dropper combination. Early and late season the weighted nymph should be first choice, and in
the warmer months a dry fly is often best.
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Shallow Fast Water
Trout, especially rainbow trout, like to feed in fast shallow broken water: there is food,
oxygen and cover. In warmer weather this is a good area to target with the dry, or a nymph on
a short dropper under an indicator/dry fly. Within this water the trout are often able to hold in
hollows and depressions, or between small boulders. The quieter pockets are worth targeting
in the same manner.
Often overlooked, slow shallow water can hold some surprising fish, especially if there is
nearby cover or bolt hole. Given a nymph is likely to get snagged on the bottom, your best
choice is a dry fly. An alternate option is an unweighted nymph on a greased leader.

Summary
Depending on the time of year, and water speed and depth, sometimes there is a superior
choice, however often not so important, and your choice may boil down to your personal
preference. I have included a table and a legend below to give you a guide. Note upper case
means the choice should be a primary one, lower case means it is a secondary option that you
might also consider.
Fly Choice by Month and Water Depth
Month
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun

Deep > 1m
NW
NW
NW, D, dn
NW, D, dn
NW, D, dn
NW ,D, dn
NW, D, dn
NW, d
NW
NW

Mid (0.5 to 1m)
NW, dn
NW, dn, d, nu
NW, DN, D ,NU
DN, D, NU
DN, D, NU
DN, D, NU
DN, D, NU
NW, DN, D, NU
NW, dn, d, nu
NW, dn

Shallow (<0.5m)
NU
NU, d
NU, D
Nu, D
Nu, D
Nu, D
Nu, D
NU, D
NU, d
NU

Fly Type Legend
Weighted Nymph
Unweighted Nymph
Dry Nymph Combo
Dry

NW, nw
NU, nu
DN, dn
D, d
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At one stage, I used to fish almost predominantly the nymph. In warmer months a dry fly
with a nymph dropper, and only fish the dry, when the trout stopped taking the nymph. These
days my first preference is to fish the dry fly, where the time of year and water allows it.
Where there is good holding water and the nymph is a better choice, I will swap over. I prefer
to fish a single fly for simplicity, trusting in my choice. To that end I carry two reels, one
rigged with a line and leader for dry, and the other with a line and leader for nymphing. I find
it easier to swap reels over than meddle with leaders, especially if I need to swap back and
forth as I progress along the stream.

Ian Mitchell

Cartoon contribution from Red Tag member, Bruce Ratcliffe
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Red Tag Flies by Month Guide
Welcome to the second quarterly instalment of the fly guide for rivers in the North East of
Victoria.
As we enter the Summer months you will notice more variety of flies including Hoppers,
Termites and Ants.
The list is by no means exhaustive and should be treated as a guide only.
The guide details by month the relevant insect (eg Caddis) and insect stage (eg nymph), a
corresponding fly pattern and picture together with preferred hook size range.
A chart explaining fly life cycles was included in the first instalment published in the
October 2020 issue of this newsletter.
The authors would welcome constructive feedback over the course of these articles as the
long-term goal is to produce a handy bankside guide in print or digital format.
CENTRAL VICTORIAN HIGHLANDS RIVER FLIES BY MONTH CHART

December

MONTH

INSECT
Caddis

INSECT
STAGE
Nymph

FLY PATTERN

IMAGE

Bead Head Caddis Grub

HOOK
SIZE
12-16

Caddis

Nymph

Caddis Pupa

12-16

Mayfly

Nymph

Black
Pheasant
Nymph

Tail

Brown Pheasant
Nymph

Tail

12-18

Mayfly

Adult

Bushy’s Emerger

10-16

Caddis

Adult

Yellow Sally
(CDC caddis Emerger)

14-18

Caddis

Adult

Klinkerhammer
(Variants)

12-16
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December

MONTH

INSECT
Caddis

INSECT
STAGE
Adult

FLY PATTERN

IMAGE

Elk Hair Caddis

HOOK
SIZE
12-16

Mayfly

Adult

Royal Wulff

10-16

Mayfly

Adult

Pale Morning Dun (PMD)
Spinner

10-16

Various

Royal Stimulator

10-16

Beetle

Black Beetle

10-14

Brown Beetle

Termite

Termite

14-16

Ants

CDC Winged Ant
(Black or Brown)

12-18

Grasshopper

Rubicon Hopper

6-12

Annelid

Willow Grub

16-18

*A must on the Goulburn
River under Willow Trees
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January

MONTH

INSECT
Caddis

INSECT
STAGE
Nymph

FLY PATTERN

IMAGE

HOOK

Bead Head Caddis Grub

12-16

Caddis

Nymph

Caddis Pupa

12-16

Mayfly

Nymph

Black
Pheasant
Nymph

Tail

Brown Pheasant
Nymph

Tail

12-18

Mayfly

Adult

Bushy’s Emerger

10-16

Caddis

Adult

Yellow Sally
(CDC caddis Emerger)

14-18

Caddis

Adult

Klinkerhammer
(Variants)

12-16

Caddis

Adult

Elk Hare Caddis

12-16

Mayfly

Adult

Royal Wulff

10-16

Mayfly

Adult

Rusty Spinner

12-18

Kossie Dun
Pale Morning Dun (PMD)
Spinner
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MONTH

INSECT

INSECT
STAGE

FLY PATTERN

IMAGE

HOOK

Various

Royal Stimulator

10-16

Beetle

Coch-y-bonddu

10-14

Rad Tag
Black Beetle

January

Termite

Brown Beetle
Termite

14-16

Ants

CDC Winged Ant
(Black or Brown)

12-18

Grasshopper

Miss Knobbys X

8-14

Rubicon Hopper

Cicadas

Black, Brown & Green
*Keep an eye out for
Cicadas on the Goulburn
River.

Annelid

Willow Grub
*A must on the Goulburn
River under Willow Trees

\

Sean Ehlert, Tony Ryan & David Honeybone
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4-6

YouTube Channel Review:
KANALGRATISDOTSE – FlyTV

Fly TV link Below:

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?
list=PLnDj4GODT_QpaemQB4395I9wRwCnZvx6x
In this issue we are checking out a Scandinavian Youtube channel featuring content from a
variety of contributors. From pike, to perch, to sea trout to grayling and more, there are
literally hundreds of videos available to watch for free. More interestingly for us Red
Taggers, however, is the playlist devoted entirely to fly fishing content. This features fly
fishing for all the above species, fly tying videos (mostly hosted by pike/large fly specialist
Niklaus Bauer…. Pike fly = Murray Cod Fly), gear reviews, how to specials (euro nymphing,
skagit and scandi heads, leaders and more) and trips into remote areas chasing multiple
species.
There are some ‘lost in translation’
moments (the skagit episode features
several classic blooper moments), but
overall this channel provides viewers
with a plethora of information and
entertaining content, all for free!

KANALGRATISDOTSE: 4
“Dirty Roach’s” out of 5

Dan Mamrot
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Glossary
Tapered Leader - a leader made of
monofilament and used for fly fishing; the
back or butt section of the leader is of a
diameter nearly as large as the fly line, then
becomes progressively smaller in diameter as
you approach the tip end (see knotless
tapered leader, knotted leader, and tippet).

Tag - (or tag end):
the end of the line
that is used to tie a
knot.
Taggerty - the river
derives its name
from the indigenous
Taungurong word
taggarty. The headwaters of the Taggerty
River rise on the north–western slopes of the
Yarra Ranges, below Lake Mountain and
descend to flow into the Steavenson River
near Marysville (take Lady Talbot Drive out
of Marysville to access the upper stretch).
The river descends 1,050 metres over its 18kilometre course.

Terrestrial - term used to describe land-based
insects which are often food for fish.
Thorax - normally associated with nymphs,
however, can be a part of the fly, usually the
area behind the head, mainly constructed
with dubbing.
Tight Loop - same as narrow loop (see
"narrow loop").

Tinsel - a thin silver, gold or brass-colored
ribbon used in adding shine ton flies, often as
Much of the catchment area of the river was ribbing or for fly bodies.
destroyed by the Black Saturday bushfires
that passed through the area on 7 February Tip section - the top section of a fly rod,
2009, destroying almost all the man-made smallest in diameter and furthest from the rod
infrastructure and causing extensive damage grip. Broken frequently and easily…
to the forest in the area.
The poor cousin of the Steavenson but log
jams, slippery stones and fast flowing current
allow for browns to be had. Not listed in
Weigall’s Fly fishing North East Victoria.
Tail - part of the fly usually constructed of
fine feather or hair, on the end of the hook.
Tippet - the end section of a tapered leader;
Tailing - this term refers to the behavior of the smallest diameter section of a tapered
fish in shallow water where it is possible to leader; the fly is tied onto the tippet.
see the caudal fins as they feed. Tailing fish Tippet Ring -: a small metal ring tied inare an exciting discovery and generally signal between the end of a Tapered Leader and the
the possibility of getting strikes by the proper Tippet material. Using a tippet ring at this
presentation of the right fly.
connection allows you to cut back the tippet
without shortening the tapered leader every
time a new fly is tied on. Can be fiddly…

Tailwater - the downstream section of a river
or stream found below a large man-made
dam. The most famous and productive
tailwaters are from bottom-discharge dams,
making the water relatively cold and constant
in temperature.

Turn Over - words that describe how the fly
line and leader straighten out at the
completion of the cast.
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Club Activities
Activities During Lockdown
During the Covid-19 lockdown, restrictions such as. the 5 km rule and the “ring of steel'
limited fishing options for Melbourne based members and excluded club fishing trips. Even
so, the club found ways to maintain connections with members through this period. Online
presentations using Zoom were organised by the club along with access to presentations
from other clubs. One on one fly tying via video link was established. And, as the
restrictions were eased, fly casting at the club pool returned .
Online Presentations

Zoom presentation by Scott Xanthoulakis on Early Season River Fishing.
Don't forget that you can see these presentations on the Red Tag YouTube channel at:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGqrby4J6UXDun0Xtd5oXLg

One on One Fly Tying by Video Link
Lockdown provided a great opportunity to develop teaching and learning fly tying online, and
so we were able to enjoy the chance to learn from experienced fly tyers, and not lose the
weeks as they went by. In fact, these Zoom based sessions turned into enhanced learning
opportunities. Barney had two keen students, Andy Elam and David Williamson (me). In all
there are 6 tutors, each with one or more students.
In my case, Barney was able to send a list of materials in advance, and so the 45 minute
session as planned could get underway straight away.
Tony Ryan was Ralph's tutor and they conducted their sessions via WhatsApp. In addition to
the tying, Ralph really appreciated discussions about putting together a selection of flies and
how they are fished.
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Barney and David in a “one on one” instructional session using Zoom.
The set up I used with Barney is shown in the photo above, and you can picture how
instructional this session is. Barney is able to explain the nuances of the fly, while
demonstrating the methods and being seen clearly. Awesome really, because as an aural or
visual learner, we have the advantage of both inputs. The setup used by Tony and Ralph
differed as they used Whatsapp. In their sessions, Tony provided instructions while watching
Ralph tie the fly, giving advice and immediate feedback.

Tony Ryan watching and guiding Ralph's fly tying (inset).
These are thoroughly enjoyable sessions. While the methods are explained over the 45
minutes, it is possible to repeat tying the fly afterwards with far greater knowledge, with none
of the master’s nuances missed.
Thank you Tony, Barney and all the other tutors.

David Williamson
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Casting Practice

On the first Saturday back after lockdown about a dozen Red Taggers were at the pool. Here
we see members practicing incorporating social distancing into their casting repertoire.

Upcoming Activities
We are having a Club function on Wednesday 9th December. It will be at the East Ivanhoe
Bowling Club and partners/family will be invited. Members will receive more information by
email.
There will be a club trip to the Goulburn on Saturday 12th Dec. Further information to be
emailed to members.
Red Tag Trip to Tassie Highlands in March 2021
Red Tag Club Trip to Millbrook Lakes in April 2021 –
Following over subscription of the Millbrook trip scheduled for early December, the club
booked an additional trip to Millbrook for 9-11 April 2021. This trip is now fully
subscribed, and future trips are planned. Those on the “wait-list” for April will be at the head
of the queue for the future trips. More information on the Millbrook Lakes weekends was
provided in the October Newsletter
Activity Report - Dry Fly Italian Style Masterclass
Starting a bit late after a tree had fallen on the road over the spur into Buxton, the class set up in the
park for a few hours of instruction and practice. Ian gave clear and practical advice we were all able to
follow, incorporating subtleties of grip, stance, forearm position, angle and accuracy into our
developing Italian style casting techniques. With lighter 3 wt lines and longer leaders, the angle of the
rod can influence the tightly closed loops and aiming of the fly.

After lunch we set out on the Steavenson, and Ian had us casting into pools, under logs, under
the bridge, all designed to have us cast the fly with pinpoint accuracy. We learned correction
of the leader, correction of the line, control of a long leader and tippet, and skills that enable
us to not spook fish while being in close, such as not placing ourselves upstream of the trout
if possible.
Len and then Frank caught a fish each, and the rest of us practiced our close quarter casting,
known as Italian style. To learn more, you will have to take Ian’s class! Very well worth it.

David Williamson
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Len and Frank successfully applied their “Dry Fly Italian Style Masterclass” skills on the
Steavenson River.

Club News
New Club Sponsor
Red Tag is very pleased to welcome our newest sponsor, Wilderness Fly
Fishing. On the off-chance that doesn't ring a bell then you will know
their head guide. Scott Xanthoulakis. Scott has had a long term
connection with the club, providing guiding to club trips and presentations
on club activity nights. Most recently, these presentations have been
delivered via zoom as reported in this
issue's article on activities during lock down.
Wilderness Fly Fishing focus on guiding the local
streams close to Melbourne and also offer guided fly
fishing on their private lakes (Millbrook Lakes) only one
hour from Melbourne. Millbrook trips have proven to be
extremely popular club activities with places on these
trips filling quickly.
Scott guided the club's trip to the Swampy Plains River
early last December. As a participant on this trip I can
vouch for his professionalism and commitment to his
clients – all the participants thoroughly enjoyed the
experience. You can find out more about Wilderness Fly
Fishing at their web site - Wilderness Fly Fishing Guide
Services Melbourne Victoria Australia
Club members are encouraged to support Wilderness Fly Fishing, and our ongoing sponsors
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Library Report:
Red Tag Library Catalogue now available online https://www.librarycat.org/lib/REDTAG
The catalogue contains all library items: books, DVD, video, magazines and links to online
articles.
A document containing details about searching is on TeamApp under Documents.
You can also “favourite“ titles whilst browsing via the star function and then email the
results to yourself or others.

New Books
Fly Fishing Western Victoria
Philip Weigall
FlyStream 2020
“For each water, I start with a basic summary in the
form of an assessment of reliability; and then
separately list the best months to fish that water. In
the book, I explain in detail how I come up with
reliability ratings, so you’ll have to read it to
understand where I’m coming from. As for best
months, that’s more straightforward. I’m listing the
months which are typically the best to visit a
particular water. Of course, there will always be
outliers in a particular year, but basically, I’m playing
the averages and I think you’ll find this assessment to
be a handy trip-planning tool.
Once on the water and fishing, what then? Here’s
where I go into individual detail about things like, for
example, wind directions to look for (or avoid), the
value of a boat (or not); what to expect in terms of
weed, water clarity, ease of access and casting, and so
on. Then I offer information about what you might
expect under the conditions when you’re visiting a given water: are there any hatches or trout
feeding behaviours you might look out for if you’re there during weather A in month B?
I’m careful not to be too precisely prescriptive about flies and techniques: the natural
variability of all the waters listed would make that downright dishonest. (We’re not talking
about Montana!) However, for a given water, I’m likely to note if it’s, say, a good
polaroiding option or not; whether blind fishing works there for me… or not, etc, etc. I’m
also very happy to list flies that have a long history of working on a particular water under
certain circumstances, although I rarely claim that this list is exclusive.”
(https://flystream.com/new-book-flyfishing-western-victoria/)
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Still Water Dry Fly Fishing
Roger Fogg
A & C Black 1985
From the book’s blurb:
“The belief that lures and wet flies are the only
flies capable of catching trout in lakes and
reservoirs is being increasingly challenged,”
“This book not only seeks to prove the efficiency
of the floating fly but also outlines a style of
fishing which is exceedingly pleasurable in its
own right.
Chapters include information on approach and
philosophy; tackle; strategy for locating and
catching surface feeding fish; dry-flies and
aquatic hatches, terrestrials, semi-aquatics and the
dry-fly.

David Honeybone
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Anatomy of the Rubicon River
by Mick Hall

I can remember when I was just a young buck and all I could think about was catching every
trout in every puddle, river, creek or lake in the land. I mean we used to drive from
Melbourne to Eucumbene just to fish for the weekend. We would read anything and
everything that contained a hint about fly fishing, we were like sponges.
One of the key works was at that time David Scholes classic The Way of an Angler it had
only recently been released. A lot of talk was about that iconic phrase explaining the strike
time when fishing a Dry fly, that is once a trout has taken your fly, when do you strike, how
long do you wait.
In his story on Mr. Findlay's Water-race David found himself saying "Mr. Findley's Waterrace" over and over again. More so when a trout had just taken his dry fly. Obviously, the
time frame involved in saying that phrase as a trout took his fly worked well for him. But for
me, well David never did state how fast or slowly you need to say that phrase.
Back in those days a fish rising to my fly caused a lot of over re-action and excitement.
Would you believe I could call out at the top of my voice "Mr,. Findlay's Water-race" in less
than a split second. In reality the answer to this vexing question is time, practice and
observation.
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I remember the first time I attempted to fish Mr. Findlay's water race was in the company of
Bob Turville who at the time was working in the family business JM Turville then in North
Melbourne. It was the store where the who's who of fly fishing mingled and is still iconic in
my mind.
The truth is we never found the water race, so as far as joining the ranks of trespassing
poachers along with our heroes Scholes and Stewart we were dismal failures. As Ned Kelly
said just before they hanged him "Such is Life"
So much water has flowed since those distant days, so many on my muddy footsteps I have
left along its banks. So many casts and so many fish. All goes to make the Rubicon for me
something special, and I suppose it should be, for like any relationship that has lasted for just
over fifty years you mostly remember the good times not the bad.

An Overview
The Upper Reaches
I am told the Rubicon is only some 26 kilometres long. It starts up near Mount Torbrec one of
Victoria’s highest mountains and flows through some rough and sometimes impenetrable
scrub with huge granite boulders. during the summer months this cold mountain water
glistens and bubbles like champagne When this happens, I call it Royal Wulff time. As
letting a large dry fly drift down around the boulders is just a lovely way to fish these waters.

The Upper Rubicon near the top power station, lots of snakes and brightly spotted
Brown trout. Jim Bambridge fishing.
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The Royston river just after it has merged with the Rubicon just above the bridge. Jim
Bambridge fishing
Fishing the upper reaches is primarily pocket water type fishing, this is the home of short fly
rods and short casts, the ideal outfit is a 7'6' 3# and a leader around 9' down to 4-pound tippet,
or lighter if you are game enough.

Hot flies for this type of water and not just the Rubicon
Dries

Rubber legged royal Wulff

Rubber legged Ruby Bug

Sharron Stone

Granny Stone
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Wets

Gold Bead head Nymph

Prince Nymph

Green Wattle Beetle

Water Beetle Black Wet

The feature flies are known as Mick Hall's Fly Box Range. And are freely available at retail
across Tasmania and the mainland.
In Australia we rarely witness the great hatches that are experienced in the northern
hemisphere where the surface of the water is littered with emerging or newly hatched mayfly.
The great Hexigenious hatches of America are at times so dense they have at times had to
close down power stations. The same insect has mistaken wet roads for water courses, the
amount of dead and spent mayfly on the roads has created traffic hazards and even car
accidents.
Because of our temperate climate we can see emergence of mayfly at any time of the year
especially in our lowlands. The vast majority of our known mayflies are herbivores living off
algae and rotting leaves. With our native vegetation being mostly evergreens their leaves are
falling all year round. Whilst in the Northern hemisphere the native vegetation tends to shed
their foliage over winter. So, when spring arrives and everything comes back to life, we see
the predictable emergence of Mayfly.
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Australia is different and we have to take a different approach to our streams as we do for our
lakes. We can break our streams up into three sections being uplands, midlands and
lowlands.

Uplands
A reasonable guideline is that upland streams feature pocket water type fishing and favour
Stoneflies, Caddis, Dobson fly and mayflies normally in that order. What mayfly that does
come off tends to do so right through the day with the vast majority belonging to the Baetid
family (Blue Duns) we also see a lot of black spinner of the Leptophlebiid family on water
like this and the occasional Kossie Dun and if you are lucky its cousin the largest of our
mayflies C. Gigantuous the largest of all our mayflies.

Typical boulder strewn upland Mountain stream
On evening you are liable to see a fall of small orange Baetid spinners, a lot of net building or
snowflake caddis which belong to the hydropsychidae Family, also species of the
Glossosomatidae family they build igloo or saddle type cases made of sand grit of very small
pebbles that are often seen along the water line on rocks and boulders.

Snowflake Caddis
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Midlands
The typical midland water is of a freestone nature with pools and runs. The key features are a
clearly defined draw off at the tail of the pools and riffle lead-ins with highly productive
bubble lines defining the course of its current into the next pool.
Here we can see a slight reversal in insect domination, with mayfly and caddis being more
dominant than stone fly and we also see a larger build up of Chironomid. We often find a
diverse range of mayfly with species of the Leptophlebiid family becoming more
pronounced, including the Black duns/spinners which is more like black coffee in colour than
black.
Frequently we are now in farm land and the fishing in rivers sections like this are favoured by
fly flickers as this water is a lot easier to read and highly productive.

Typical midland section of a Mountain Stream
Water like this with the current flowing fast along the far bank is a major feeding lane
because it attracts and holds drifting food matter. The lucky angler is my second
grandson Todd
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Bubble lines that are protected by overhanging vegetation are serious haunts for old
speckles
Bubble lines are also a key feeding lane; If the current can feed all those bubbles into
one line what can it do to floating food matter

The common Black Leptophlebiidae Female Dun and Male spinner from the Rubicon
River in Victoria
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Lowlands
The lowland sections change again, the river bed is mostly silt with the occasional gravel
stretches, and the river is slow moving with occasional weed growth.
Sunken logs create ideal habitat for all sorts of aquatic animals, and is also a favoured refuge
area for trout. Another feature of the Low-land sections are steep banks that can make fishing
difficult, but come, summer time, this is ideal Grasshopper water. Often these banks are
undercut and again are favoured by old speckles.

The Late Warryn Germon a classic fly- fisher, casting to a feeding trout that was
working close to the overhanging Blackberry bushes on the opposite bank
The mayfly species are similar to those in number of the midland sections, but we often see a
build up of chironomid and more varieties of Long horn caddis and even the occasional early
morning hatch of Caenis. It should be noted that there are no fast rules here as bugs will be
where they want to be?

Dying Caenis caught in a cobweb and a female Chironomid.

Mick Hall
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Sponsors
With thanks for their on going support.

Aussie Angler Fishing & Tackle Gear:
Rick Dobson: 30 Sherbourne Rd.
Greensborough T: 9432 1501

Big 4 Taggerty Holiday Park
3380 Maroondah Hwy Taggerty
book@big4taggerty.com.au
T:(03) 5774 7263

Like Tasmanian fishing news on
facebook? www.tasfish.com

Supplier of quality fly fishing tackle
and
equipment.
http://www.adrenalinflies.com.au

Subscribe to essential flyfisher’s
newsletters for exclusive offers.
www.essentialflyfisher.com.au

fly fishing DVD’s and films
Rise Festival Australia
www.gin-clear.com

Unit 19-20 52 Corporate Blvd
Bayswater
www.afn.com.au

Jim Baumgurtel
4 Trade Place Lilydale Vic 3140
www.flyfinz.com
m: 0410 423 430

Hurley’s Fly Fishing
Gavin Hurley
489 South Rd. Bentleigh
T:9532 1583

Ahead of our time since the beginning

Slickness down to a science

www.wildernessflyfishing.com.au
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Rio Fly Lines

